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delf (diplme detudes en langue franaise) and dalf (diplme approfondi en langue franaise) are official diplomas issued by the french ministry of education to assess and to certify foreign candidates proficiency in french. we propose delf, a deletion framework for modern
osns. in delf, developers specify deletion annotations on data type definitions, which the framework maps into asynchronous, reliable and temporarily reversible operations on backing data stores. delf validates annotations both statically and dynamically, proactively
flagging errors and suggesting fixes. ensavoirplus the delf (diplme detudes en langue franaise) and the dalf (diplme approfondi en langue franaise) are official diplomas awarded by the french ministry of education to assess and to certify foreign candidates proficiency
in french. delf (diplme detudes en langue franaise) and dalf (diplme approfondi en langue franaise) are official diplomas awarded by the french ministry of education to assess and to certify foreign candidates proficiency in french. the delf (diplme detudes en langue
franaise) and the dalf (diplme approfondi en langue franaise) are official diplomas issued by the french ministry of education to assess and to certify foreign candidates proficiency in french. delf and dalf are official diplomas awarded by the french ministry for national
education to certify foreign candidates proficiency in french. the delf b2 affords access to all french universities and to an ever growing number of european and francophone universities, eliminating the need for pre- admission french language tests.
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the delf a1 to b2 examination will last around four hours. it will be conducted in a group of 9 to 12 candidates. candidates will have a few hours to prepare their document based on the instructions provided with the document. a full english translation is available for
both delf a1 to b2 and delf pro. candidates should prepare for delf a1 to b2 and delf pro in parallel. candidates should use this document to prepare for the delf a1 to b2 examination. this document will be provided to candidates at the first session of delf a1 to b2. the
previous delf format is not required. candidates should practice using the delf a1 to b2 exam format, reading the instructions carefully and, in particular, practicing the listening and writing exercises. they should also familiarize themselves with the format of the delf

a1 to b2 examination (listening comprehension, essay, reading comprehension, and a multiple-choice question). the delf a1 to b2 examination will consist of a two-hour-long oral examination and a two-hour-long written examination. there will be a total of 8-12
multiple choice questions for each level. candidates should practice using the format and language of the oral examination as well as the format and language of the written examination (listening comprehension, essay, reading comprehension, and multiple-choice

questions). the delf a1 to b2 examination is a written examination. candidates should prepare using the information provided in the document (listening comprehension, essay, reading comprehension, and multiple-choice questions). we deployed delf in three distinct
osns, showing the feasibility of our approach. delf detected, surfaced, and helped developers correct thousands of omissions and dozens of mistakes, while also enabling timely recovery in tens of incidents where user data was inadvertently deleted. 5ec8ef588b
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